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Research Paradigms

• “Paradigms are general framework or view points : literally „points 
from which to view‟. They provide ways of looking at life and are 
grounded in sets of assumptions about the nature of reality” (Babbie, 
1998)

• A research paradigm is “the set of common beliefs and agreements 
shared between scientist about how problems should be understood 
and addressed” (Kuhn, 1970)

• “Research paradigms can be characterized by the way Scientists 
respond to three basic questions: ontological, epistemological and 
methodological questions” (Guba, 1990)



WHAT IS A RESEARCH PARADIGM? • Three 
basic questions (Guba, 1990): 

Ontological 
questions

What is reality?

What is the nature 
of reality and “the 
knowledgeable:?

What is the nature 
of the relationship 

between the knower 
and the 

known/knowlable?

How do the inquirer 
go about finding out 

knowledge?

Epistemological 
questions

How do you know 
something?

Methodological 
questions

How do you go 
about finding it out?



Research paradigms (cont)

Positivism • Pragmatism • Constructivism

Quantitative Qualitative
Mixed 

methods

Methods and techniques
How data is collected and analysed
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Research methodologies

• Quantitative • Qualitative



Research designs

• Phenomenology – examines the uniqueness of individual’s lived 
experiences, reality is subjective; each person has own reality

• Grounded theory – involves the formulation, testing and 
redevelopment of propositions until a theory is developed

• Ethnography – to describe a culture’s characteristics; gather data 
through direct observation and interaction with subjects

• Historical - describe and examine events of the past to understand 
the present and anticipate potential future effects

• Case study - describe in-depth the experience of one person, family, 
group, community, or institution



What is Qualitative Research? 

“Qualitative researchers study things in their 

natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or to 

interpret phenomenon in terms of the meaning 

people bring to them.”

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2003)



What are the Assumptions of Qualitative Research?

• Seek to explore phenomena (a fact, occurrence, or 
circumstance)

• Descriptive in nature (“what happened?”)

• Concerned with process (“what happened over time?”)

• Interpretive – “what was the meaning to people of what 
happened?”

• Researcher – primary instrument

• An emerging research design

• Involves fieldwork – contextual in nature

• Inductive process – Patterns, resemblances and regularities 
in experience (premises) are observed in order to reach 
conclusions (or to generate theory)



Nature of Qualitative Data

• Unit of analysis = words

• Usually large amount of data (field notes, transcripts)

• Findings are longer, more detailed

• Produce detailed, thick descriptions are used to tell a 
story

• Uncover the lived experiences without predetermining 
points of views

• Direct quotations, observations and excerpts  from 
documents basic source of raw data are used



Qualitative methods

Approach Application/Purpose
In-depth 

interview

Explore individual experiences and perceptions in 

rich detail

Focus Group Generate unique insights into shared experiences 

and social norms

Observation Learn about behaviour and interactions in natural 

settings; study cultural aspects in a setting or 

particular context

Document review Identify patterns of communications; describe 

characteristics of organisational processes



Focus Group Interviews

A focus group is a qualitative data collection method in which 
one or two researchers and several participants meet as a 
group to discuss a given research topic in a permissive, non-
threatening environment

• Researcher explore responses of each member as well as 
interactions between all group members

• Interested in the viewpoints of a number of participants

• The researcher acts as the moderator or facilitator



Interviews

• Structured – predetermined, set list of questions asked in a fixed 
order

• Unstructured – more like a conversation with no set questions

• Semi-structured – combination of the above

• Ask standardised questions

• Record so that it can analysed later

• Quiet room away from people

• Maintain confidentiality and other ethical considerations apply



The more effort you put into devising your questions, the better 
quality data you will get



Types Descriptions

Open question The participant can give any answer 
they like

Closed question There’s a number of responses the 
participant chooses from

Semantic 
differentials

The participant makes a mark on a line 
to express the level of agreement with a 
particular view

Likert scales There are a number of responses to a 
question which often demonstrate a 
degree of agreement

Qualitative techniques

We access information by asking questions:

When you do not 
know how people 
will respond or you 
do not want to 
influence their 
response



Qualitative Research questions

• Aim /objectives  – to explore, describe, understand, 
discover

• According to Creswell, W. & Creswell, D. (2019), The 
total number of questions should be between 5 to 
10.

• Qualitative questions begin with words such as 
“how” or “what”

• The questions you ask need to assess:
• “what happened?” ...
• “what was the meaning to people of what happened?” ...
• “what happened over time?”



Compiling good questions

• Clarity of the question is important

• Appropriate language for the subject – keep it simple vs technical

• Correct spelling and grammar

• Short as possible and easy to answer

• One idea in a question

• Use positive terms

• No double negatives – are you against the death penalty? (not valid)



Compiling good questions (2)

• Avoid overlap of alternative choices

• Avoid influencing people’s responses (bias)

• Word the questions as neutrally as possible

• The category “other” may be used for alternatives you might have 
missed

• Avoid personal questions

• Be realistic about what people can remember/what people share

• Define your terms – How many chocolates can you eat at a time? 
How big is the bar of chocolate you are talking about?

• Pilot studies can help to refine questions



Leading questions

• Should steer away from these types of questions

• They bring in bias into the research

• E.g. Do you agree that wrestling is a barbaric sport and sane people would not 
participate in such activities?

• E.g. Do you have any problems with your boss? This question prompts the 
person to question their employment relationship.



Probing questions

• Probing questions ask for more detail on a particular issue.

• Examples of Probing Questions: 
• “Tell me more about that.”

• “And how did you feel about that?”

• “What do you mean when you say [xxx]?”



Examples of interview questions

• Which factors lead to your department’s decision to use OERs in their study material?

• How have your interactions with stakeholders impacted your implementation of online examinations? 

• You provided a list of countries that will be prohibited from entering South Africa after the lifting of the 
travel ban. How did you make the determination of which countries to include in that list?

• Have you received feedback from external sources regarding the countries that have been included?



THANK YOU

Visit: www.aiscr.org.za for more 
information

http://www.aiscr.org.za/

